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Abstract

In many respects, Svan anaphora is very similar to what may be called the Georgian
Standard. For instance, it has "zero anaphora" (1) and reflexive (2) and non-reflexive
(non-anaphoric) (3) "dummy head"-constructions: (1) e§xu1 mdre2 sgh loxcv|raxa
murQvam5-te6, mdd7 rimqeds k:as murqvamß-xänkay1 'one1 man2 [they say], [they] lefta
in3,6 the tower5, [he] didn't6 cofires out ofe,11 the towerl6'; (2) 'then he will throw himself
ftxum lit. '(his) head'l down from his donkey'; (3) yerteml macvönas2 §videbfu isgveja
txvim5 'may Godl let me see2 )ou [lit. 'youra head5'] [living] in peace3'. However, there
are some features which Svan shares with its contact language Megrelian rather than with
the Georgian standard language: it has a deictic proximity opposition between ala 'this'
and eja 'that', but it lacks the addressee-related demonstrative (Georgiar magi) and has a
third person anaphoric pronoun ja/miö-/mij-, which is a "short form" of its deictic counterpart e-ja 'that'. Apart from the 3rd person pronoun use it shares with its Georgian
counterpart (is, m-is, ma-s...), jabas some special uses where Georgian has the intensifier
particle tviton 's/tre herlhimself : the exlusive use ("the brain he gave to his parents, and
the meat he ate himself (mij-nöm 'he.ERG')") and the "discourse prominence" use it
shares with Megrelian and Laz ("Now he came home. The girl he accommodated in a
lodge; he himself (fa 'he.NoM') went into the house and met his brothers"). The formal,
systematic and textual properties of Svan demonstratives and of the personal pronoun ja
are discussed, and a hypothesis that ja is used for "long-distance anaphora" (TEsrei-rc &
Tomova 1998) is qualified by considering a tentative alternative which takes account of
the suppletive distribution properties of ja and demonstrative eja.

1. The problem

It is a cornmon feature of Kartvelology to take Modern Georgian

as a

standard of reference which facilitates a quick identification of linguistic
units, categories and meanings. While this practice is justified by the ease
.

This paper is dedicated to the memory of my dearteacher of Svan, AlBrseNoRE ONIANI
(1926-2A08) - xoöa lakunu xar. - I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Crunt
GasI-rANr for her patient assistance and expertise and to Öaro GuJejiau for her unfailing
native-speaker judgments on the Upper Bal dialect of Svan (both Mesfia, Georgia), to
RBzo [firNe5r (Tbilisi/Lübeck) for his valuable comments on Georgian tviton, and to
§uxre Arnnouge (Tbilisi) for her observation on tavi(s). They should not be held responsible for any errors and misunderstandings! - I am indebted to Davm BRowN for
improving my English.
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speakers produce word-by-word
translations which are more or less good Georgian, and while it is unwise
to ignore the rich and insightful tradition of Georgian grammar, this
orientational use of the literary Georgian language occasionally has the
disadvantage of filtering out specific phenomena in the other Kartvelian
languages. A case in point is the omission or misunderstanding of the
Svan (and, for that matter, Megrelian; see 4.3; 4.5) anaphorical pronoun.
When Svan informants translate the Svan pronoun 5q/5i into Georgian,
they use either the demonstrative pronoun is 'he/that', as in (1e), or tviton
'himself, herself , as in (2), or they vacillate between the two:

with which Svan or Megrelian native

(1)

(d)
(d)

miöa korffir-s

amlzum

simind-s

ka

his family-nar so.much wheat-DAT PREV
alz kvecan
laxvedna, (e) eiasy 59,
he.would.give.it (e) thatr.DAT he2.NoM this3 wheat.DAT
xahvedda
tChr 151,71
he.would.give.it
t(a) I could neither borrow nor buy maize seeds anywhere from my
neighbours (in Karachay). (b) One neighbour had two baskets of
summer wheat. (c) However, he was going to barter that (eias)
wheat in Svanetia in the following way:l (d) ift somebody (there)
would give a corresponding amount of maize to his own family, (e)
he2 was going to give this3 wheat to thatl [person]' (Georgian:
imasl isz amt xorbals aSlevda)

(2) dlna

larda-te

girl.Novt lodge-to

house-to
kor-te

adgene
he.Put.her

sga aörid
i
Ss
and he.Notvt PREv he.went

182253,34)

'The girl he accortmodated in a lodge; he himself went into the

house' (Georgian: gogo otax§i §eiqvana da tviton §evida saxl§i)
And indeed, the Svan-Georgian dictionary by ToruRIA & Karpam (2000)
offers: ji'Wit, Witon 'him/herselfl (TOpURIA & Kat-pel[ s.v., with no further specification) and its plural counterpart min 'thtd person plural pronoun' as separate entries. Standard descriptions of Svan tend simply to
omit this word and its paradigm (see Bon»Bn 2003), and some mention
one or two of its forms, charäcterizing them as reflexive pronouns.' The
translation 'himlherself is also confirmed by IvaNs NtZana5s (1910):
catt 'tvitan, txum§v, ja' , cantatü 'tvitan, scored, namdvild, titon'. Notice,
however, that, with the exception of txum§v (see 4.5) and ia (as in (2)),
these equivalents are Georgian loanwords, which points to the fact that
some uses of English "himself' are in fact foreign to the Svan lexicon:
1

The protasis is asyndetic in this example (cp. Bon»nn 2011). Forthe indefinite subject
("somebody") in the protasis, see Boepsn (2002a:92).
2
MenTrnosovr (196a:221): ukukcevitoäa; Öenror-eNr (1985: 140): ja'tvit', ukukceviti
nacvalsaxeli. As we will see, the term "reflexivity" is, strictly speaking, wrong (5.3).
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(3) witan

laxvbas

i.i

laxjricxanx
[them]selv[es] brother.pL.DAT PREV they.woke.up
'The brothers woke up bli themselves'
[P l0 No. 25a,54]

Similarly, the 3rd person possessive pronoun miöa is translated either as
Georgian misi '(non-reflexive) his/her/its' (V. TopuRra) or as tavisi
'hislher (own)' (A. Or.uar.n).'Ar we will see (3.1,6.1), both readings occur, and the lack of a dedicated reflexive possessive pronoun in Megrelian
and Svan is another characteristic feature of Western Kartvelian.
This fragmentary and confusing information makes it advisable to tabulate the largely unknown paradigm of ja and to clarify its systematic position among the pronouns of Svan (Upper Bal dialect). Therefore, the paradigms of Svan demonstratives (o'this", "that") and of the 3rd person pronoun ("slhe/it") will be presented (2.1) and some specific properties of
Svan demonstratives will be outlined (2.2-3). A chapter on the personal
pronoun 5a (3) begins with a description of its syntactic properties (3.1), of
its use in reported speech (3.2), of its relationship to the distal demonstrative in anaphora resolution (3.3), and of its occurrence with focus particles
(3.4).All this confirms the category membership of ja as a simple personal
pronoun. Of special interest is the behaviour of ja in argumental positions
(4). While the use of personal pronouns in contrast positions is amply attested in many 'pro-drop" languages and has a close equivalent in Georglan (4.1), there are at least two uses that are more specific and which
caused the mess mentioned above: The use of ja to mark exclusivity ("only
X") (4.2) and its use for "discourse prominence" (4.3) have no counte{part
in Georgian, the particle tvit(on) 'him/herself being used instead as an
intensifier. By contrast, other intensifier meanings are expressed by particles or particle-like expressions in Svan (as in Georgian): the inclusive use
("X too" and "even X") (4.4), the agentive use ('X without the help of Y")
(4.5), etc. Finally, the possibility of the "discourse prominence" use and of
the "exclusivity" use is derived frorn the emphatic value of argumental,
verb-external pronouns (4.6).Svan reflexivity coding needs to be outlined
(5), considering the fact that ja has been partially interpreted as a reflexive
pronoun or a "distant reflexive" in the literature (6). A final section (7) will
give an overview of the results.

3

Ovranr (1998: 92 = 2005:78); Toeuzua (2002: 50,'76,174) does not even distinguish Svan
miöa and the genitive of the demonstrative pronoun eji§: 'GeorgSanmisi, Russian ego'.
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2. Demonstratives and 3rd person pronouns

2.1. The paradigms

Svan has two demonstratives which have close equivalents in Georgian, namely ala'this', which corresponds to Georgian es 'this' , and eja
'that', which corresponds to Georgian is/igi'that' (Table 1).
a

Svan

Georgian

a-l-a
a-m-nöm(d)

a-ma-n

INSTR

a-m-nos

a-m-it

DAT

a-m-ß

GEN

a-n7-ß

NOM

e-*-a/e-i-i

a-ma-s
a-m-is
i-s/i- pi

ERG

e-<-nem

INSTR

e-i-no§/e-ö-no§
e-c-as
e-i-i§/e-ö-a

NOM
ERG

DAT
GEN

Table

'this- hic'

e-s

'that, ille'

bma-n
i-m-it
bma-s
bm-ß

1

In addition, both Svan and Georgian have 3rd person personal

pronouns: ja/mijnem/miö... and is/man/mas..., respectively (Table 2).4 (Notice that Kartvelian languages have no gramrnatical gender, but the translation of 3rd person pronouns into English enforces a distinction between
he, she, and ir.)
Svan

Sinsular
NOM

äa/i-i

ERG

DAT

mi-i-nem/{-inem
mt-c-os
mt-c

GEN

mi-ö-e§/mi-ö-a

INSTR

Plural
mt-n
mi-n-d
mt-n-ovs
ml-n-s
mt-n-es

Georgian
Sin

lar

,§

ma-n

mi-t
ma-s

m-ß

Table 2
o

In interpreting the Gebrgian forms man, rruts, mis etc. as personal pronouns, I follow
Vocr (1971:87): "Comme anaphorique on se sert du pronom de la troisiöme sdrie avec
chute de la voyelle initiale aux cas obliques." (Cp. p. 53; "Le pronom is/igi sefi aussi de
pronom personnel de la 3e personne. Le thöme est alors ma- sans pr6fixe deictique i-."
AnoNsoN (1982:240), who distinguishes two paradigms, is, iman... 'that' and is, man...
he/she/it', is less categorical. He describes the personal pronoun as "usually" showing
"loss of the initial I in all the oblique forms." The native speaker grammarians implicitly
or explicitly deny any difference between long and short form: "ZwN sind die mit i anlautenden Formen von ls abgeleitet, die ohne Anlaut -l hingegen von igi; es besteht jedoch
zwischen ihnen kein Bedeutungsunterschied. So können also imas, irzis usw. and mas,
ruis usw. in gleicher Weise gebraucht werden" (TscueNrclt 1958: 131). My impression is
that this is not true and that there have always been distinctive uses of the two paradigms,
but the matter cannot be pursued here.
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The distribution of the genitive pronoun forms miö-e§/mi-ö-a in Table 2
cannot be discussed here. Its adnominal form is mi-ö-a and will be called
"possessive" in the following.
The Georgian oblique forms in Table 2 (man, mas, mis...) are "short
forms" of the demonstratives (iman, imas, imis...). Similarly, the Svan personal pronoun ja, mi!-/mii- lacks the e- of e-j-/e-i-. The initial vowels
seem to be the primary carriers of the deictic value of Kartvelian demonstratives.
In many respects, Svan is a Western Kartvelian language, and one of the
features it shares with Megrelian and Laz is the absence of a second person
related deictic pronoun like literary Georgian magi'this (what you said etc.)'.

2.2. The demonstrative s

I will not give a detailed account of Svan deixis here, but a few tentative observations may help to understand the difference between the deictic pronouns and the the 3rd person pronoun ja.
ala'this' contrasts with eja'that' by a "distance" opposition, where
distance depends on the basis of its identification: the same referent can
be "proximal" and "distal": in (4), anaphoric ala denotes its pro_ximity in
discourse and eja distance of an event in which it is involved.) In addition, distance is not simply linear in discourse. For instance, proximal
"this" can refer to a protagonist whose last mention is "distant" (see 2.3
below on (19)), and "that" can be adjacent to its antecedent (see 3.3; cp.

(tz), (59c)).

(4) gu-d

q xoöa
heart-to he.came suB thiq.Novt that good
lcisvy-ö, xedväj laxlatmv yvaür-s
anQcid, ere ala

dlna

girl.Nou
mänkvine§

she.was-6, who.Novt he.fell.in.love merchant-DAT first

lBZ38t,2l

'[The merchant's wife perceived the golden trout her husband had
brought home andl she understood that tbis was that good girl with
whom the merchant had fallen in love firstl'
denotes proximity to the speaker's place and time (5), (6a) and to
its last mention in discourse (cp. (6b), (13c), (45), (58)), and to the text
itself ("discourse deictic" in the proper sense, as in (7a)). In (8), the intervening comment ("we had no corn in Svaneti") does not count as belonging to the main text line, so "this" can skip it and codes the discourse
proximity of the theft narrative. At the same time, ala, like English räis,

ala

"signals a shift

5

of entity or focus of

attention

to a new focus"

Cp. the double identificationin: lcixüdda amlxexv-s, miöa telyara-s (BZ 268,3) he.asked
this.csN wife-DAt, his sister.in.law-»at 'he asked the wife of this [man], his sister-in-law'
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(McCARTHv 1994: 275), namely the shift of place and time when entering (see 4.3).

(5) i'

ala

murqvam-te
IBZ 234,3391
tower-to
PREV bring.him.to.me
'[The girl sees Rostom from above and tells her parents:] Bring me
this [man] up into the tower! [If you don't, I will jump down.]'

(6a) al

cimqidd

this

kori-sga semi öqinl

gezal

this house-in three boy child.Nou
(6b) aljcir
atxöj a§ tirix

amtavänx.
they.were.born.to.me.
m(ig

this.pl-.Novt now.too thus they.exist all.Nou

lChr 148, l2-l3l

'[A lz}-year-old woman tells about her three marriages and her
life in the three families.l (a) In this family [where I live now] I
brought up three sons. (b) These are still all alive now'
(7

a)

amls

muövdäni

reading.NoM

(7b) eöis

that.DAT

lamzare-v li,
this.GEN blessed.NoM-opr he.is,

§vendba-v xdr

IBZ

37

,271

salvation-OPT it.is.for.him
'(a) The reader of this [my story] be blessed, (b) may that [man,
about whose perishing I told you] have eternal salvation'

(8) am let
Öölir+e-'sg' ööddd
this evening Cholir-to-in we.went.down.to

lChr 149, 14)

'[On our way back, we took corn cobs from the fields in Lower

Svaneti. We didn't have corn in Upper Svaneti at that time.l On this

evening [of the day when we stole the corn cobs] we went into
Cholir.'

eja

denotes a non-proximity ("distancg") of its referent in time (9)(10) and preceding discourse (7b), (11), and it is used to mark a shift of
perspective in interaction (e.9. from one interlocutor's speech to the other's reaction, as in (12).As in English, the distal demonstrative eja "refers across from the current focus to entities or foci that are non-current,
non-central, marginalizable or other-attributed", to quote a description of
its English counterpart that (MCCanrHy 1994i 27 5).

(e) q löt

Lalpriri gir-xcin-ttn Z'oöcidd

that evening Latpar.CEN root-from-on PREV we.went
txum-d
cxe$i
[Chr 148,21]
forest.GEN head-till
'[We left home and] on that evening, we went from the foot of
Latpari to the upper line of the forest'
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(10)

öu ma§qid
tumob
plague.NOM PREV I.remember.it
gru

imä mil

that.NoM how

not

me§qdi

mii

ridburän,
I
and sun.NoM it.became.dark,

lChr 147 ,61

I.will.remember.it
'The plague I remember, when the sun became dark, how will I not
remember that?'

(11)

"...". einem näkv: "..."
we.told.him Armenian-DAT "...". that.ERG he.told.us "..."

xväkvd Somex-s

'land we went to an Armenian and] we said to the Armenian: "...".
He told us: "..." '
IBZ 38, 13-14]

ala
Cxvitr)gn-d
thls.wovt Tskhvitagan-ERc
mother-oat
eöa-s atsrßtkan [82376,30-33]
köxömbave.

(I2) mine
their

di-s

PREV.he.told.it.to.her. that-DAT she.became.severe
'Tskhvitagan told this to their [own] mother. She ["that (one)"]
became furious.'
can denote a specific relationship of "grounding" (GIVÖN 1990:
897-900; Fox & TuorrlPsoN 1990): very often, it refers to a noun phrase
occurring in an adjacent clause which identifies the referent by relating it
to a context in which it occurred previously. For instance, whiLe ala denotes textual proximity in (13c), eia in (13b) does not literally mean distance in time, place or discourse, but points to siminds'corn' in the clause
(13a) in which it is "grounded" and which could be replaced by a relative
clause: "(the corn) which we had bought with the earned money". Roughly speaking, (13a) is thereby backgrounded or "distanced" from the main
line of the narrative. The same applies to presupposed or hypothetical
propositions of relative clauses clauses (as in (14) and (15), respectively).
In (16), the relative clause has no "grounding" function, and the proximal
deixis of the demonstrative is a property of its head, whose referent has
been introduced in the immediately preceding discourse (cp. "this"(13c)
referring to the corn in (13a-b)). - The unmarked position of Svan complement clauses is postposition (17a), but left-dislocated complement
clauses do occur (17b). (17b) shows that ala can have the proposition of a
complement clause as its antecedent and behaves like an ordinary proximal demonstrative. [n (l7a), on the other hand, cataphoric eia points to a
subsequent proposition, and the proximity opposition is neutralised, only
its non-proximal member ela being used. If this distribution turns out to
be correct, both grounding and cataphora are positions where the proximity opposition is neutralised. That eja is the unmarked member of this
opposition is also supported by its suppletive function (its use with inanimate referents (see 3.1), in anaphora resolution (see 3.3), as an emphatic
personal pronoun (see 3.5)) and in subordinate clauses (see 6.2)).

eja
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(

13a)

(13b)

ncikim-§v

earned-INSTR corn-DAT

i

and
(13c)

simind-s

qi'

Anyvän

xviqiddad
we.used.to.buy.it

agi-re

kap-§v

tl.rat.NoM we.brought.it place-to load-msrR
xvisälvöldad [Chr 149,22-23)
amno§ ka

i
and this.msrR PREV

we.used.to.subsist
'(a) We would buy corn with [the money] we had earned (b) and
brought that home with our load (c) and we subsisted on this'

l.coj-te miöa lawb'
imväj
Aöddx,
rock-to his
brother.Pl.NoM they.went
which
(L4b) s5
xeüd
koj-s
lBZ39t,34-351
thal rock-nat he.perceived
Qa$

'(b) he saw the ["that"] rock (a) to wtrich his brothers had gone'

eöi-s gar xahvdi,
mare
that-DAT only he.gives.her.to.him,
but
(15b) jeruäj
mo§ citxöli
öu
who.Nou pREV PART tre.wiil.understand.it,
(lic) ime
do xAg
miöa dtna-s ni§rin
where PART she.has.it.on.her his girl-»er sign.NoM
(15a)

'(a) But [the king] will give her as a wife only to the one ["that"]
(b) who knows (c) where his daughter has the mole'
IBZ 387 ,3I-321

(16) amösga erttaj

mare ard,a, ala

this.in who.Notvl man.NoM existed,
xelcipi gezal Simon
Simon.Nou
king.GEN son

kisv

this.Novt he.was
lBZ296, l4l

'[A

woman sees a young man lying dead in a coffin. He comes
back to life and rises, and they have a conversation.l The man who
stayed in this [sc. the coftin], this was the king's son Simon'

(l7a)

eöi§

mdm

xoxaldax, ere n(ij tvit semi I

o§txv

not they.knew.iq SUB we each three and four
mancit gar nuyvän
[Chr 148,36-37)l
rouble.NoM only we.had.it
that.GEN

'that they didn't know, that we only had three and four roubles
each'

imte do

amT§ mi
I.go, I.go, where PART I.go, this.GgN I
mixal

(17b) esyvri, esyvri,
I.know.it

'I

go and go, but where
know (anything)"1'

esyttri,

mama

not

tBZ 117,22)

I go, I don't know at all ["of this I don't

109
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In (18b, d), textual proximity would allow ala'this', but situational distance requires "that". In other words, deictic proximity properties override discourse anaphora.

(l8a)

tvetne
there QUOT it.exists white
eöe eser riri

gtig-rci§.

mare-steed.Norrl.
'There [sc. in the mountains] there is a mare, he said.'
jarün. [...J
(r&b)
eser
month-in twice [...]
that.NoM
'It ["that"] foals twice every month. [...]'

&

(18c)

izäl »e-isga
it.foals

eser eSya xori

miö

semi la(i§x

he.par QUor therefore he.has.it three legged
'! have a three-legged

(l8d)

ere

suB

eö7

rci§,

steed.NoM,

steed,

lizal-äl-d [...]

lChr 160,26-291

that.GEN foaling-rl-until [...]'
because until its foaling [...]'
2.

3. Expanded demonstratives

Demonstratives sometimes co-occur with their respective deictic vowels (-a in (19)-(20), (22c), (59a), -e in (4), (21), (22a)) as (separable!)
reinforcing particles which are stressed (ZysNtt 1949: 105-106) and
which normally announce the identification of a referent whose accessibility the speaker wants to ensure in an afterthought construction. In (19),
the last mention of the protagonist boy is five clauses apart from its resumption. This form of "repair" is even indispensible with non-canonical
uses of the demonstrative in cases of "associative anaphora" (or
"inferrable" or "indirect anaphora"): in (20), the antecedent ("the creditors") is only implicit in the noun "debts".b - The use of the proximity
opposition is the same as with simple demonstratives. Although the position of the afterthought unit and its co-reference with the demonstrative
seem to suggest a cataphoric use of the latter, the postposed unit itself
does not control the proximity value of the demonstrative. Rather, the
expanded demonstrative anaphorically points back to an antecedent
which the speaker supposes to haye been "activated" in the addressee (in
the sense of GUN»EL et aL. 1993 and others). In the following examples,
the expanded demonstratives anaphorically refer to a proximal or nonproximal nominal antecedent ((19)-(20) vs. (21)) or a proposition (e.g. in
the minimal pair (22c) vs. (22a), where the reference of eja -ö in (a) skips
6

This example is remotely reminiscent of the use of demonstratives with first mentions
(Hnauur.rvreNN 1996: 232).Indeed, the use of the afterthought construction resembles the
so-called "recognitional use", where "the speaker anticipates problems with respect to the
information used in referring to a given referent" and refers "to entities assumed [...] to be
established in the universe of discourse" and to "specific, but presumably shared
knowledge" (HMMELMaxN 1 996: 230 240).
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the boy's report on the king's request; sp. (96), where the information of
the complement clause is "recalled").' Notice that a cataphoric use of
non-expanded eja (pointing to a subsequent complement clause as in
(17a)) would be possible in (22a), but eja -ö is not cataphoric, and its
proximity value is not neutralized, since it contrasts with ala -d in (22c).
(

19) a§xv tadciy räkv

(20)

(Qint-ald-d: ... IBZ 339, 18]
one day he.said.it this.BRc-rf, boy-»tvt-ERc
'[An orphan boy lives with an old woman. One day the woman
sweeps out the kitchen, a millet seed falls into the yard, where it
grows into a high tree.l One day, this [one) d, the boy, said: [...]'

räkv

amnem-|

qfuU-d-q gadan er

ere -.they.said these-ERc-ä, debt.Notvt suB it.stood.to.them, suB...
'[Beginning of a farry-tale:] A man had many debts. He couldn't
pay them back and at that time he died.l These said-d, who had
given him a credit:
[82288, L7)
xugdanx,

...'

(21) sgötnciöde

lezob-te

q

me§xe

lrW-|

PREV.he.mixed.into food-to that black fig-ö,
v',
w
xosxvon
xedväj
IBZ 283, 33-341
5t0-ts8a
which.Novt he.kept.it pocket-in
'He mixed that black fig into the food ä which he kept in his pocket'

(22a) eöunyön köxömbve
ser
e3;a-bg
that.after PREV.he.told.it.to.her besides that.NoM-and-ö,
(22b) imväjitn jcir
xexölx
§ulcv-s [...1
they.met.him
way-Dar [...]
how
who.Notr,l
köxömbve ala (< ala-a),
(22c) aljrir-s öi
these-DAT all.Nou he.told.them this.Notr,l-a,
(22d) mäj
pasux
oxvarex
min-e§-te
they.charged.him
they-GEN-to
what.NoM answer.NoM
'[A king sends a boy into the other world to meet his mother. On his
way there, he meets several people who charge him with presenting
their problems in the other world. He meets the king's mother, and
he first tells her about her son's request.l (a) After that, he told her
a

Hswrrr (2005: t22-124) considers the possibility that / in front of postposed relative
clauses is a form of the "reduced complementiser fsc. e(re)l at the end of the main
clause", but he rightly asks why it "appears to be so critically linked to there being a
preceding demonstrative of some sort" (HEwrt 2005: 724).The reason is that d is not a
complementiser but an expansion of the demonstrative eja which contrasts with ri as an
expansion of ala. Hnwlrt (2005: 124) provides an interesting example of what he calls an
"adverbial clause of manner" (a clause with a relative manner adverbial): Zurab hcidur-d
ejZi suleli mama le (< li ö), zural-s er xabZa [normalised transcription] Zurab.NoM complete-a»v thus foolish.Notvt uc is-/, woman-DAT sue she.thinks 'Zurab is absolutely not
so foolish as the woman thinks' (Hnwlrt's translation "...such a foolish father" is a mistake). It is problematic to judge on an isolated sentence, but I suppose that the final clause

'

resumes a fact that occurred in the preceding context.
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that, too, ö, (b) who met with him on his way and under what circumstances [...] (c) [On his return home he meets the same people
who ask him for the answer to their problems.l He told these people
all this d (d) which answer they had charged him with for them'
IBZ 340,15; 331
Similarly, ja can be used with an afterthought identification of its referent (as in (69)). However, it not only lacks the initial deictic vowel of eja,but also fails to occur with it as a particle. It is not a demonstrative,
but a personal pronoun.

3,5a as a personal pronoun
3.

1. General properties

ja

rs neither a particle like Georgian tviton 'himlher/itself; G selbst'
nor a demonstrative: a) While tviton co-occurs with personal pronouns
(me niton/nilon me 'I myself'), Svan ia does not (*mi 5a, *5a mi); the
translation of 'I myself have no time' shows the simple verb-external
personal pronoun (mi mam miiib (CG) I not for.me.is.free.time). b) While
demonstratives are freely used as determiners of nouns, personal pronouns are restricted to a few constructions: they occur with emotionally
qualifying expressions (mi §ter I stupid.NoM 'How stupid I am [I forgot
tö shut the doorl') and in vocatives (si §ter you stupid.NOM 'You blockhead!'). c) Unlike demonstratives, ja occurs as a regular substitute of 1st
and 2nd person pronouns in reported speech (3.2). d) Unlike Georgian
tviton (isi gaxme:ba tvitorz '[sc. the grass] will dry by itself') and unlike
demonstratives (which can freely refer to non-human referents, including
propositions; see 2.2-3), the reference of headless ia is restricted to humans (but not in adnominal use, see 4.2), a feature it shares with the
standard use of lst and 2nd person pronouns. The unmarked demonstratle ela (see 2.2) is used as an anaphoric pronoun for non-human referents without its distal value:
eöe-ii (*miöri§-Zi)
i
maJ
s|ol
(23) öu lug
PREV it.stands table.Notvt and what.NoM that-on
IBZ 381, 15-16]
möd ciri
not it.exists
'There stands a table, and what is not on it!'

All this confirms its interpretation as a personal pronoun.
That ja is a non-deictic anaphoric pronoun can most easily be seen
where it is not used as a verbal argument, specifically, as an-adjunct (24)(28) or a possessive form (miöa in Table 2) in (1c), (12), (l4a), (15c),

(2e)-(33).
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The genitive form of ja has both reflexive and non-reflexive readings
in adjuncts of main clauses (cp. Q$-QS) with (26)-(27)). Similarly,
possessive miöa tn (26), (70), and mine(-mine) in (29)-(30), (3lb-c) is
reflexive, but non-reflexive in (l4a), (15c) and in (31a), where miöahas
an antecedent in the preceding clause. In (32)., only "world knowledge"
tells us that kings have viziers, but not their daughters. Since Svan has no
gender distinction, only number ("his", not "their") determines the reference of miöa in (33): it is a singular, which cannot refer to the subject.
Notice that miöa also occurs inside the subject, as in (a0).
(24) miö-e§-te almäz
LBZ 382,241

he-GEN-to

he.came

'[His father decided to

(25)

to him'
itjälx, ere min-e§-xcin-öün ridkäpix
they.try.it, SUB thelz-GEN-from-below they.drag.it
murQvam
tChr 9, 34-351
tower.NoM
'They try to drag the [snow-]tower down from_them'

(26) vcizri

see his son and] came

gezal-d miöa

xexv

sgad
wife.NOtvl in.again
miöa-caxd

vizier.GEN son-ERG his
miöa mu-j
cinfix,
he.made.her.return, his father.NoM-and

adurdune

he.GEN-at

IBZ 284,24-25)

he.made.him.stay
'The vizier's son let his wife come back to him, he let his father

live with himself, too'

(27) eökas min-e§-d kamasrir

then

xoödm

laö1d-s inQax

thelz-cpN-for additional good laöld-»tT they.baked.it
'Then they baked additional good stuffed bread for themselves'
lChr 12,9)

(28) lddi gurgvin miöci§-ii xdr

lage
today crown.NOM she.GpN-on she.has.it put.NOM
today the wedding-crown is put on me ["she has it put"]'

(29) öv-a§düyx
PREV-they.buried.him

mine hcizvi-sga
their yard-in

IBZ 295, t3-14)

IBZ 380, 141

'They buried him in their yard'

(30) aü-dr-s

mine-mine

kitxvar

min-s

thi§-PL-DAT their-their for.hunting.NOM thelz-oar
xotrax
IBZ 7l , 33-341
they.know.it
'These [brothers] know
[grounds] themselves'

tG kennen) their (respective)

hunting
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(31a) nciboz-s
evening-DAT
(31b) i
mine

anqridx
miöa lajmilai
her brother.pl.NoM-and they.came
daövir lax ami' esxvidx,

suru ancaxvanx.
very they.worried.
(3Lc) i'
oxöznanex

mine daövir-s

their

IBZ 380, 10-111

sister-oAt
'(a) In the evening her brothers came too, (b) and when they found
their sister like that, they were very soffy. (c) They took care of
their sister'

PREV they.looked.after.her

(32) a§xv

(33)

ladriy stnnk
day girl.Notvt

lanQaval-t'
amusing-to

aca.cl

she.went his
one
1F.2387,9-101
vrizr-cil-caxän
geth
ith
w
er.
v izier -Pt-- t o
'[A king had a beautiful daughter.] One day she went out to promenade with his viziers'
laxtönex
[Chr 151, 33]
ka
PREV they.showed.it.to.him

möq dekrivil
his heifer.NoM

'They showed him his [own] heifer [which he did not recognise]'

3.2.

ia in reported

speech

ja

tsparticularly frequent in reported speech, specifically in "semi-indirect
späech" (with the quotative particle eser or rok) where non-third persons are
sf,ifteO to third-person formso (cp. (18c), (72), (73), (80){81), (86)):

(34) miö
he.PAr

al dtnä
QUor better-apv he.knows.it this girl.crN
eser xoöit-d xoxal

IBZ 388,8-9]

ni§cin

mole.NoM
'[He said:] I know the mole of this girl better'

(35) ia-v eser

adzaze

eöxdv-e, GiorgT§-te [BZ2]L,281
she.NoM-oPT-QUoT he.sent.her thete-e, Giorgi.ceN-to
'[The younger girl said:] Send me there, to Giorgi'

eser min-e§-maQ irdix
tonight QUor they-cnN-at they.will.dwell

(36) bazi

IBZ 386, L9)

'Tonight you will be with us'

8

For a detailed discussion of this and other properties of semi-indirect speech see BoeoBR
(2002b).

tl4
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Even vocatives are transPosed. In (37), 'you bad woman' has been shifted
to 'she bad woman'. ComPare the direct speech in (38) with its shifted
"semi-indirect speech" version in (38').

xola eser n
zural! LP 242, No. 67, 14-151
oh, bad QUor she.NoM woman.NOM

(37) a,

'Oh, you bad woman!'

(38)

a,

(38')

I
hm, 1...1 min marä\,
hm, [...] lhgy man.PL.NoM, and

xaqceda
txwim-s? [KM 5: 316]
maräI,
you.make.perish.ithead-oer
oh, you man.PL.NoM,
'Oh, ygu men, do you want to ruin yourselves?'

§ß4i

imiln
how

xcidurd amZi
always this.way

algiiölix

tKM 5: 3161

they.are.mad
'Hm, t...] Wg men, how is it that you are always so mad?'

The interpretation of shifted forms requires a very competent knowledge
of their linguistic and non-linguistic context:

(39)

fura-d

xrikve:

jayo,

mtca

jackal-Enc he.told.him: now.then, his
cod

mng

mtc-u

eser-t
QUOT

and

mLca

his

xar

IBK 59, 101
he.DAT-oPT he.has.it
'The jackal said to him: Well then, may the evil both I and yog
have done come on you'

sin.NoM

3.

all

3. Anaphora resolution

Both free personal pronouns and bound verb-internal (overt or covert)
person markers are used where the antecedent's referent is "in focus",e as
e.g. in the dialogue: "I want my father laman's e):§:! - Come out and I'll
give it to you" (mi makuc mi§gva baba Jamani te. - kaye i ka lajödne!
BZ 66,30-31), where the reference of "it" is "unproblematic" (HIMvtnLMANN 1996: 227), since its referent is "in focus". However, this restriction is not a sufficient condition to determine the form to be used, if
there is more than one potential antecedent. Anaphor resolution ("ambiguity resolution", HIMMELMANN L996: 228) can be a problem, and the
antecedents have to be distinguished into those which are referred to by
third person personal pronouns (type (a)) and those that are singled out by
a different form (type (b)). As Couzup (2000: 53) observes, the basis of
e

This term (see e.g. GuuoeI- et al. l9g3) is used here as an informal, intuition-based label
for a phenomenon that, to my knowledge, has not been studied in the Kartvelian languages. Even a general survey such as Scnwenrz (1986) reveals the multiplicity of its
possible aspects.
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this distinction can be different in various languages: in sorne languages,
antecedents of type (a) must be subjects, in others they are noun phrases
which are highest in topicality or noun phrases which are determined by
their linear position. It is the last option that we find in (40a), where the
suppletive use of eöi instead of miöa resolves ambiguity by singling out
the rightmost noun phrase and excluding reference to non-rightmost noun
phrases (cp. (59c); but see (92)). As in many European languages, the
unmarked (i.e. distal) demonstrative (e]a) is used to exclude type (a)
antecedents. In co-ordinative noun phrases, the first two possibilities of
type (a) are excluded by the fact that the conjuncts may be subjects or
topics as a whole, as is the case in (40a).
(aOa)

mi§vgvi

&§,

my.NoM husband.NoM,
xexv

-

wife.Nou

rniöa

his

muxvbe

I

brother.Nou

and that.csN

-

'My husband, his brother and the latter's wife

(40b)

aljcir

öv-aldagrirx

this.pt-.Notr,l PREV-they.had.obviously.died

-

ect

[Chr 147,3940]

these had obviously died.'

The choice of the distal demonstrative may have a specific motivation.
In S. KuNo's "empathy perspective", rny husband, which is taken up by
his (miöa), is higher on the empathy scale than his brother, which is taken
up by the latter's (eöi), since the descriptor his is higher on the empathy
scale than the descriptor his brother wltich depends on it, and his brother
is higher than the latter's, which depends on it (Ktwo L987: 207). In
other words, eöi codes a "distance" of empathy which is absent from
miöa, thereby avoiding a potential ambiguity of miöa xexv 'his wife',
where "his" could have referred to ü§ 'husband'. This empathy shift is
related to the "marginalizing" effect of the distal demonstrative (see2.2).
However, it seems necessary to distinguish the local domain of nominal co-ordination (as in (40)) from co-reference in other domains. In the
more global domains, only the proximity opposition seems to be used to
identify the right antecedent. In (4L), a1a1,2,5 is used to refocus the protagonists which are additionally identified by the. apposition of an appropriate resumptive noun in an expanded (afterthought) construction (see 2.3),
and ala3,+ to denote a proximal referent. In (0, on the other hand, Tambi
is referred to by the distal demonstrative possessive pronoun eöi, but not
according to the linear position principle responsible for (a0) (since it is
not the dog's voice that is referred to), nor does eöi refer to the clauseinitial ala5 as a topic (which would be referred to by miöa). Rather, (f)
represents a reduced co-ordinate clause ("and [recognized] his voice")
and eöi refers to the antecedent ala5, Tämbi on the basis of anaphora in a
co-ordinate clause: in (e), it is the dog which becomes focussed, and eöi

tt6
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refers to the by now "more remote" Tambi, skipping the rightmost noun
phrase precedin g it (vrz the dog).

Tämbi miöa
atxö qb
now this.NoM, Tambi.Novt his
atir
ö'
PREv it.recognized.him
her
(4It) i
eÜ§, e
and voice.NoM ihut.cPN , €'o

(41e)

ZeY-d

dog-Enc

tKM 5:334-336)

'[The story is about Tambi and his deeds. There tollow several sentences about the people of Mestia who drive cattle to the market
and about the locality, its owners etc. Then the story continues
with: (a) Now this one (ala) began to shout, Tambi, from
Badzgnierish: (b) "I am here, drive the cattle back! [...]". (c) These
(aljcird), the people of Mestia, thought: (d) "This (ala) is not acwill have done somecidental, this one (alaq) [sc. Tambi]
thing bad."l (e) Now this [one] (ala), Tambi, his dog recognized
him (0 and the voice of his, e [(9It [sc. the dog] came down and
barked at him [sc. Tambi] from this side of the water.l'

resolution can be solved by an afterthought construction, as in (41a, c, e). On the other hand, the exuberant
ur" äf the expanded or unexpanded demonstratives in recently taperecorded texts shows that it is being extended to cases where no communicative problem would arise: (42) would be perfectly understandable
without any verb-external argument coding.

In general, problems of anaphor

(42) ö'otjarvex

qU-(ir-d

L
ala-s
PREVthey.trusted.him this-pL-ERG this-»AT and
I
tvep
al'd,
ka-laxdianex
pREV-they.lent.it.to.him this.Novt-a, gun.NoM and
anpi§vdx

they.let.him.go

tKM 5: 3161

'[a man meets some drovers and asks them for their gun. After some
discussion, they are willing to lend it to him.l They ["!he§e"] trusted
him ["(to) this"] and lent him this, a,the gun, and let him go'

j.4. ia infocal and conjunct positions
As a personal pronoun, ia also occurs with focus particles (43)-(45)'
(7La, b) and co-ordinative conjunctions @6):

10

In the examples I am aware oi the deictic particle is followed by its target: eöis e,

Tämbt§ (see 2.3), but its omission in this context may result fiom the redundancy of such
a resumption.
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(43) kor-te lax mu§gvri-d jri,

xoqdeni,
house-to when guest-ADv who.Notr,t he.comes.to.him,
xurye [Chr No. 180, 153,32]
and he-GEN-for-and abundant-ADv he.has.it
'[The hunter shoots a lot of game.] If somebody comes to him as a
guest, he has plenty of it for him, too.'

i

miö-e§-d-i masrir-d

gar i igvrinda
here she.existed she.Nou qly and she.wept
'Only she was here, and she wept' (cp. (a8a)) 182369,9-101
(45) ala
öu lalem miSnem ggy i prilcvna-s
(44) ameöu arda

this.Notu

mdma

nothing

gg_

she.ate.it she.ERG only and puppy-DAT
loxv€t
IBZ 379, 26-21)

PREV

she.gave.it.to.him
'[The girl found ahazle-nut.] Only she ate this [sc. nut] and didn't
give anything to the puppy'

(46) anägcinx i"-j

they.stood.r.rp he.Notvl-and

aöcidx
i
and they.went.away

miöa_ civär-meTbär

his

dragging-tracing.NoM
IBZ 252, 14)

'[Khvtisavar expressed his thanks and] he and his tracker dog rose

and went away'

Even though the verb in a sense contains the 3rd person subject,
be overt outside the verb to be in the focus of the particle.

it

must

j.5. Argumental and non-argumental positions of ia
The personal pronouns ja/miöa occur in two different positions: nonargumental and argumental positions. In argumental positions, all personal pronouns are emphatic, since they contrast with their absence ("@",
"pro-drop"). In non-argumental positions, they are in complementarl,
distribution with verb-internal person markers and function like personal
pronouns in other languages (see 3.1). From this distribution, an asymmetry results: while free argumental personal pronouns are the emphatic
counterpart of non-emphatic verbal person-marking, free non-argumental
personal pronouns are non-emphatic. This systematic gap seems to be
filled by the distal demonstrative, which has an emphatic function in:

(47)

imya do esyfi

e!:ii-te?

tCGl

[Giorgi has a good friend.] Why doesn't he go to him ["that.GENto") [instead of asking m6]?

lr
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(48)

kisv

eöunyo Bondo anQad. eöi §albar tQaräl
tCGl
'[First came Giorgi. His trousers were clean.] Then Bondo came.
His ["!!A!.GEN") trousers were dirty'

3.6. Third person

first and second person pronouns
Since ja is a personal pronoun ltke mi 'I', .§i 'you' etc., they should share
vs.

relevant properties. However, the texts printed so far offer too little material, one reason being the predominant person shift in reported speech (3.2).
So the following discussion will be limited to the third person pronoun ja.

4.

3a in argumental positions

Arguments of finite verbs are normally marked inside the verb, but as
soon as they haye special properties that cannot be coded in the verb, a
verb-external expression is needed: a simple pronoun or a nominal group.

4.1.

ia in contrast positions

Contrast cannot be coded by verb-internal markers, and appropriate personal pronouns lnke ja are used to bear a contrastive stress (or the like).

(49) si

imvcij

xdi,

demn

igni,

imvcij

you.SG.NOM where you.exist, not it.stands, where
xan,
wLQm an
lP t6z,No. 46, 57-581
3A
You.exist, it.Noiyt not it.exists
'[A woman addresses her fiance who stays in the woods: O poor
Ashdarkhan, you are roaming around in the forests, even the game
has pity on you:] Where you are, it doesn't stop, where you are, it
is not to be found.'

(50) xatxelinax

Gigo Galpxän-s. miö
they.were.searching.for.him.pERF Gigo Galpkhan-DAT. he.pAr

daqki§ kvirkv-ild

loxkva,

jciri-s

sga
amji
goat.GEN skin-DIM.NOM he.put.it.on.PERF, troop-DAr thus
sga laxöada
lP 44, No. 13, 5-1)
he. mixed.with.it.PERF
'[They betrayed the Galpkhans.] They were searching for Gigo
Galpkhan, they say. He had put on a goat-skin and mixed with the

crowd'
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(5 1)

ara-cxara
v

v-

cuv

eight-nine.NoM PREv.oPr(?)

ara-öxara

miö

xodgara,
he.killed.them.PERF,

YaI

eight-nine.NoM he.DAT alas

xaqidx
they.came.over.him

'fI" kill"d eight or nine, they say, eight or nine,. alas, came over him'
IP 278, No. 92,

(52)

4748]

C: ladxald möm li-a, ha? - D: amii xocxa miö. - B: mi amZi micxa,
amZi mi xoöa [conversation between Domna Vezden, Ciuri
Gabliani, Bondo Gabliani and others in MestiaI9T4)
C: flimsy not it.is-Q, ha? - D: like.this he.prefers.it he.naT. - B: I
thus l.prefer.it, thus I it.is.good'for.me
.[G: What do you do, Domna? - D: I have to knit a jumper for
Bondo. <There follows an exchange of 6 turns on the technique of
knitting.>l c: Isn't it [sc. the pullover] too flimsy? - H9 [= B] prefers it like this. - B: I prefer it like this, I like it this way'

(53) mi lamlalan

l.liked.it
I;;Giorgi

PaW,

eca-s

mama

tCG]

caP.NoM, that-DAT not

showed me and Tsiuri his cap.l I liked it, but she didn't'

(54) mänl.cvi ejnem m-ciqid, eöunyo mi xväi miö tccl

first

I

much he.per
that.ERG me-he.beat, that.after
'[We quarreled:] First he beat me, then ! really [beat] him'

(55) mänkvi mare-d x-riqid

first

zurdl-s,

eöunyo

man-ERG her-he.beat woman-DAT, that.after
9SA-s/*iö
zural-d x-ciqid
woman-ERc him-she.beat that-DATfu.DAT
.First the man beat the woman, then the woman beat him'

tCG]

The details of contrastivity are far from being clear, but the following
observations may be made: 1) The referent contrasting with the referent ia
occurs in the immediately preceding sentence. It is mostly its subject, as in
(49)-(51), and both conirästing entity and antecedent are "in focus" (see
Z.Zj. » (52) shows that ja can be used at alarge distance from its overt
antecedent The typical diicourse proximity condition of being "in focus" is
cancelled by a situational factor (B's being a pärticipant of the conversation). again, a deictic proxirnity property overrides discourse anaphora (see
Z.Z>i. X{the same time, its conirasting referent is impliciq C's rhetorical
question implies: "f would not prefer it like this". 3) with multiple contiasts, my däta are insufficient. Wtite the contrast between same-role referents is cöOeA by ia in (a9){50), the choice of eia for different arguments
with rhe same ro1" i., (53) (cp. (11){12)) and for same arguments with
different roles needs further investigation; cp. (54)-(55)'

t20
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Notice that in addition to contrastiveness, (50)-(52) allow an intensifier
interpretation ("he himselfl'), depending on the textual centrality ("importance" KöNIG 2001:749) of the referenr of ja (cp. (77)).
4.2- Exclusive

ia

In another group of examples, ja is used to emphasize the exclusion of,
and a contrast with, others: "only X did/was...z, not y", i.e. as an "intensifier"." As with contrastive 5a, the occurrence of its antecedent is prob-

ably restricted to subjects of immediately preceding clauses or sentences.

(56) tvel miöa di-s

his
esvde-j i
brain

i

mother-DAT

i§v

and

mu-s-ad

father-oet-again
miinöm lalöm IBZ z5g,

lgl

he.laid.it.to.them-and meat.NoM he.BRc he.ate.it
'He offered the brain [of the game] to his mother and father again
and he ate the meat himsell

(57) Gvciri§-isga min esagänx
Gvarish-in lhgy they.stopped

[p 54, No. 14, 51]

'[The Tatars they drove to Mashelan,] in Gvarish thqy settled

themselves.'

(58)

öv-adgcir

däv.
PREV-he.killed.him dev.NoM

aml

xexv

rnlö

this.GEN wife.Nou he.»er

xdd
he.got.her
'He killed the Dev. He had his wife himself'

tgzzql, rcl

(59a) anQcid eöka qlA

öilin!,
boy.NoM
'Then this [one]-a, the boy, rose,

he.rose then this.NoM.a,
(59b) i

txvim

kötlcvic

,

yvaöär-s

and head.Novt pREV.he.cut.it.on.him merchant-DAT
and he cut off the merchant's head
(59c) i
lirde-Iizge
eü
miö
and that.GEN existing-dwelling.NoM he.»ar

esscid

it.remained.to.him
and his property became his'

tBZ 337, g_91

In contrast to the other uses of ia,, its exclusive use has both an adjunct
variant where ia ts not adjacent to the noun (phrase) it refers to, äs in

11I".

(2OO0).

a survey of research on intensifiers, see KöNrc (2001) and KöNlc & SrpuuNp

L2t
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(60), and an adnominal variant,l2 as in (61)-(62) ) (where Modern Georgiu;uses tvit, for instance in (63): nit /*niton'gigni'the book itself').13
(O:) rtro*s that adnominal ja can refer to non-human referents (see 3.1).

(60) Aleksandre öike !'ösbizän,

still
ba§laQ

Alexander.NoM

yo
then
'first

hood.Notvt
Alexander ate his

he.NoMhe.satiated.himself,

IBZ 56,6]

fill himself,

then his hood'

(61) miSnem Bondo-d mäkvin
he.BRc Bondo.-ERG he.told.it.to.me

tCG]

'Bondo himself told me'

(62) miö
it.oer

patron-s

mamgves

xaqer

tCGl
horse.GEN owner-DAT nothing.NOM it.did.it.to.him
'[The bear killed the horse, but] it didn't do any harm to the
horse'sowner himself
öäZi

(63) mdre JL

but

hridvir

kiir

kisv

tCGl

it.Notr,t book.Notvt whole.Novt it-was

'[He sent me a book. Its cover was torn,] but the book itself was

intact'

4.

i.

"

Discours e-prominent"

ia

ja

reintroduces the protagonist X after a scene change. For
instance, after X is said to have performedZ on Y or to have a relationship to Y in one scene, it appears in another, from which Y is excluded
(64)-(66) (cp. (2)). The aspect of exclusion connects this use with exclusive ja (4.3). - A whole clause describing the protagonist's "look back'
(67) är perception (68) can expand the first scene before its switch to the
second öne. None of the categories given up to now applies in these examples: we have neither focusing by means of focus particles or conjunctions, nor indeed contrast in the narrow sense, since the subjects of the
two respective clauses are the same. Rather, these examples seem to be

Very often,

The adnominal variant seems to be rare in the printed texts. I have not been able to spot an
example. In any case, it should be noted that adnominal pronouns occur less often than their
non-adnominaL counterparts. With the demonstrative eja and ala the proportion is 50:3 and
50:24 in the nominativä and ca. 70:30 and 70:65 in the oblique cases of the singular. This
preliminary finding is at odds with HnauELMAl.IN's observation that "adnominal use tends to
6e clearly more frequent than pronominal use" (HMMELMANN 1996 214).
13
Besidäs invariable tavad (< tav-ad 'head-ADv'), ylr"! has a somewhat archaic or dialectal flavor in Modern Georgian (cf. SaLva§vtlI 1989: 320-326), Old Georgian uses the
agreeing pronoun tavad-'heilhim/itsef (§,l.t.v,c,§vrl-l 1989:294): tavad-man Ymert-man
himself-pnc God-rnc 'God himselfl.
12
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related to instances of "discourse prominence" in the sense that X is
"more important" than Y in a specific situation (Bnffin 1995): aftet a
"shift of attention" (KpvtUgn 1995) to a potential topic of the next
clause(s) (e.g. to the husband (66), to the Devs in (67), to the sleeping
Kadj (68), or to the protagonist's brothers (69),, the referent most prominent at that point of the story is refocussed in a different situation. (70)
presents a revealing contrast between ia and ala 'this': whereas ia under
lines a continuity of focus to the exclusion of other elements of the preceding situation, ala signals a shift of attention (see 2.2), since the man is
no longer in focus after leaving the scene.

(64) Marziki§ txvim

kA'Zi esvde,

Murzila.cpN head.Notvt ka-on he.put.it,

qor-ka

kijskine

mt:iAem
he.BRc

lp 92, No. 27a, 4-751

house-from he.leapt

'He put Murzila's [cut-offl head on the Ka [a slate plate for breadbakingl. He (himself) leapt out of the door'

i

(65) atxe gudra öv-esge

Js
bag.Novt PREV-he.put.it.down and hg.Nou

now
Kamn\l-d i'cinkucüre i
käödd.
pREV.he.went.away. Kamnil-pRc PREV he.cut.it.open and
esvde i
öv-acvir
sgänöu gurnäl
inside stone.Pl.NoM he.put.them and PREV-he.left.it
eji.i, |'Aöäd
IBZ 335, 23-24]
thus, he.Nou he.went.away
'Now he [sc. the merchant] put the bag down [with Kamnil in it]
down and he (himsel0 went away. Kamnil cut [the bug] open and
put stones into it and left it like that, [and] he (himsel0 went away'

(66)

&S

telyara-s

lci§ial-s

xort

daughter.in.law-oat husband.NoM fighting-DAT she.has.him

yanav
li
i
JA
and she.NoM pregnant.NoM she.is

IBZ 332, 8-91

'the daughter-in-1aw's husband is at war, and she GerSpl$ is pregnant'

(67) i
i
ala
lkisd ameöün espadgän
and this.Novt indeed here he.suddenly.appeared and
öv-asädx
mindver-isga. SA
he.Nou
dev-Pl.NOM PREV-they.remained field-in.
kveQanas mehad ka
öv-riri xelmcipi
pRpv-is king.GEN court-on and world.nef always PREV
xosgdi
där
xos gdi IBZ 279, 37)
nobody.Nou he.sees.him
he.sees.them and
'[The Devs' carpet taught the vizier's son to fly on it to the king's
palace,l and all of a sudden, he ["!hi§"] turned up there and the

däv-rir

qör-ii i

i

miö
he.pat
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Devs remained in the field. He (himselfl is at the king's court and
can always see everybody else, but nobody sees him'

(68a)

i

kad

akix.
and PREV.again he.returned
(68b) kö5
öv-ridüida-j
pREV-he.fell.asleep-and
kaj.Notvt
(68c) g
sgad
alcix

am|

he.Novt eRnv.again he.returned this.crx

igni

daövir-te i

sister-to

and

IBZ 276,23]

he.weeps
'[The poor boy began to cry again] (a) and rerurned again. (b) The
Kadj had fallen fast asleep and (c) he (himself) went in to his sister
and weeps.'

(69) atxe, mösma ladey, Lq

now, third day, he.NoM,

asrid

ägis

@laöuqlan,
Qalachuqlan.NoM,

182246,6)

he.stayed home.»et

'[First, his two brothers stayed at home, and were attacked by the
Dev.l Now, on the third day, he (himselfl, Qalachuqlan, stayed at

home'

(70) miöa gezal

his

öv-esgure
I
CV-ACVLr
boy.NoM pREV-he.set.him.down and pRpv-he.left.him

baöv-Ztn i
al'dr
|'oödd.
stone-on and he.Notvt.he.went.away. this.Novt

aöcid,
SUB

he.went.away,

eöka kd.5

then kaj.Novt

kanqrid IBZ 214, 22-24]

pREV.he.came

xäkv: "..."
water-out.of-and he.told.him"..."
'he set down his boy and left him on a stone, and hg (himselfl went
away. When he ["this"] had gone away, then the Kadj came out of
the water and told him: "..."
lac-xänka-j

Unlike contrastive ja, discourse-prominent ja seems to be restricted to
subjects (like Georgian niton as an adjunct; Ser.u5r 1973: §138,3).
The discourse-prominence function of ja is strikingly similar to the
function of mu in the neighboring language of Svan, Megrelian.la
La

cxeni oro-s kigiorinu, muka ja-§i jinca kidiinjira (Qn§6e l9l4: [texts] 96,17 apud
Ezucrera 2009: 202-203) horse.Nou shade-».q.r he.placed.it, he=ERG rree-GEN root-DAr
he.lay.down 'He placed the horse in the shade, but he (himselfl lay down at the foot of a
tree)'. Ezucgxe comments: "The action of the subject mul<a refers to the direct object,
towards which it is oriented, but the second action is oriented towards the subject itself,
which either experiences this action or is affected by its result (anu »iton gaicdis am
molcrnedebas an mas exeba am molcrnedebis §edegi)'. Cp. Ludil§s kadulu kala do mU-k
midarta, mu-§ mula-§a pati ol.co kocas Duduki-k (X 89,13-14) Ludik-oer he.left.to.him
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4.4. Inclusive contexts of

Sa

In (71b), the addition of the focal particle "too" (3.4) gives the reciprocal
situation an inclusive meaning: "X too did ZtoY":

(7la) mare eöa-s

de§

tru

gar
but that-DATnot.possiblehe.dared.it.ppRr and he.NOM only
Tatrcil-s
xanjar-§v
sgaxöäda
PREV.he.overwhelmed.them Tatar-PL.DAT dagger-msrR
voxvi§d öotdagra.
i
otbcidva

and five.Nou PREV.he.has.killed.them.psRr'
(7lb) eöunyo yal 5ü
öotdagrax

IBZ t,20-22]

that.after alas he.NoM-!qq PREV.they.killed.him.peRp
'[One man said to the other: Let us attack the Tatars with our
knivesll (a) But that [one], they say, didn't dare to do it, and he
alone overwhelmed the Tatars with his dagger and killed five. (b)
Afterwards, alas, they killed him, too'

This type of inclusivity is also expressed by particles like ruiton and tavad
'him/herself' (borrowed from Georgian) and by Svan miöo§dlmiöci§vd
'(litt.) for himlherself' (?)"t
(72a)

j'

eser

tm-xan

lahödne.

he.NoM QUoT where-from he.will.give.it.to.him
'Where will you take it [sc. the money] from?

eser yärib li
he.for euor poor he.is

(72b) miöo§d

IBZ 263, 2)

You are poor yourself'

Similarly, the other type of inclusivity: "even X did Z (not only Y)" is
expressed by the particle -i 'and; too' (Georgian -c (ki)':

(73) e§xvi

telcilur

Lamär'

öser-1

one.NoM lover.less.NoM Lamaria.Nou QUoT-tee
and he-BRc he.went, he-cgN coming-unto

mdd
not

honour.Notrl it.is.necessary
'Ludik
left the key with him, and he [himselfl went away.
he.gives.her.suBJv Duduk-snc
Until his retum, Dudik has to treat her decently'. Notice that mus corresponds to Svan
miöa, but the Georgian reflexive /avis would not be appropriate here (even though some
informants use it in their translation). (See Cxeoere 2010 for further examples.)
t5
The morphological details are not clear to me. The hnal segment of miöoid/miöä§vd (and
maremi§vd'for the man', Lentekh dialect apud TotuRre & KarpeNt 2000 s.v. miöa) seems
to correspond to the Georgian postposition -tvis'for', which governs the genitive and marks
e.g. the indirect object in cases of perfect series inversion: miö eser amäf-amii xoqra miöo§d
(BZ 295,12) 'he has done such and such ["thus and thus"] to him'; cp. the unambiguous
genitive plural min-e§-d in (27). However, meqed- in (81) is not a genitive form. In addition
the "postposition" seems to be -vd- in miöo§d, miöci§vd and maremi§vd, but -d- in (27) and
(81), which looks like the sufhx of the adverbialis. Finally, miöo§d looks like an instrumental as in Q$-Q6) plus adverbialis -d; cp.Georgian tviton < tv-it (etymologically: head-

key.Notvt

nvsrn) + man (s/he.enc), which is a possible translationof miöo§-d in (72).
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olgenöli

lChr 147, L7)

she.stayed.ppnr

'Even Lamaria didn't stay without one lover, they say'

4.5. Other intensffiers

To express the exclusive meaning "X did Z by himself/alone/without

f

Y" ,'6 Svan uses the Geoigian loan-wor d tvit(an) (as in _(3)) or
the insirumental of the possessive pronoun miöa (see Table 2),11 as in
(74)-(76). (75) shows that "agentivity" does not imply animateness.
Again, the instrumental form häs an exact counterpart in Megrelian.18

the help

o

-

(7

4) miöo§

texni

mare
IBZ 35,
he.INSTR not.possible he.returns man.NoM
'the man [who fell into a hole] cannot come up by himself'
de§

(75) ejl.crilib qor
that.kind house.NoM

amisQ

ere

make.for.me

SUB

sipdeds
it.rotates.SUBIV
'Make such a house for me that it rotates by

3t)

mtcos
it.rNsrR

tccl
itself

(76) megm-cir min-ov§ i§[§]vparalex

tP 250, No. 74,2)
tree-PL.NoM they-wsrR they.performed.§u§pari
'The trees performed a round-dance by themselves'

miöo§ belongs to a paradigm of possessive pronoun instrumentals:
mi§gva-v§ 'by myself' , isgva-vJ 'by yourself' etc. Cp. the second-person
counterpart of miöo§ in: isgva-v§ SuWe marömi cod (BZ 70, 24-25)
you(sc)-INSTR you.have man.GEN sin.NoM 'you have the sin of man by
yourself'.le

16 "Agentive" meaning (Monavcsrc 1972); cp. 'pirovneba, sagani mokmedebs an
mokmedebas ganicdis u§ualod, .damoulideblad sxvisi daxmarebisa tu monacileobis
gare§e" (Mantrnosovl 1964: 17 on Georgian tviton).
" Cp. Modern Georgian tavis-it hislher.reflexive-wstR 'by him/herself , which is an
elliptic form of Old Georgian tav-it twis-it head-nqsrn his.reflexive-INsTR 'by himÄterself
(Sar-va§vrn 1985: 190; 1989: 2a!. Cp. me tav-it öem-it vilQwi (J.7,17) I head-wsrR myINSTR I.say-it 'I say it by myself .
1937
" (25) is an exact equivalent of.: eperi 'ude gamil.cet-ia, mu§it irtudas-ie (Xunua
'Make
such a
21,19) such house.Nou make.it.for.me-euor, it-rNsrR it.spins.suuv-Quor
house for me which rotates by itself, he said'.
'by myself , §en-it 'by
" Cp. the Georgian paradigm tdvis-it 'by him/trerself , öem-it
yourself , vfs-ir whose-INSTR (visit isavle? - man masgvla 'from whom/with whose help
did you learn it? - S/He taught it to me'; Sat-ve§vu.t 1985: 194; 1989: 245) etc.
§al-vaSvn-r considers these Modern Georgian forms as suppletive of the personal./interrogative pronominal paradigms and not as possessive pronouns.
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The intensifier meaning "s/tle personally" (Georgian tavad, piradad) iq
expressed by the instrumental of ihe dummy noun txum 'head' (see 5.2):20

(77)

rinmdrän

txum-§v

5s

IBZ 100,26]

he.prepared.himself head-msrR he.Novt
'[At home, the king's son was waiting for the messengers he had
sent, but they had been killed, and nobody returned home. Nowl hd
prepared himself [to go] personally [and took 60 soldiers with

himl'

(78) igarag pusda

txum§v ansgveji

George lord.Nol,t head.msrR he.deigned.to.come

lp 298,

411

'George the Lord deigned to come himself'

4.6- The form of intensifiers

Comparing these data with the taxonomy of intensifier meanings (see
Lrutrov t 1997, KöNtc 2001 and others) we see that only two meanings
are expressed by ja: exclusive "only X" and "discourse prominence". All
other meanings are expressed by particles or other lexical means.
As we saw above, 5a has the distribution of a personal pronoun. How
can ja gain the contextually conditioned exclusivity and discourse prominence meanings? In my opinion, the reason is that ja has this function
only in those cases where it duplicates the verb-internal marking of an
argument (BoEDnn 2003). Since Svan is a "pro-drop" language like
Georgian, an explicit personal pronoun counts as emphatic. Simplifying
matters, there is a proportion: he : himself = @ : ja. It has often been
noted (KoNIG 2001) that intensifiers tend to be formally marked in comparison with their simple pronominal counterparts (slhe - him/herself, G
er/sie - er/sie selbst). The sheer presence of a personal pronoun duplicating verb-internal person marking iconically codes emphasis. If this interpretation is correct, only those arguments can be intensified by 5a which
are also marked in the verb. Other intensified noun phrases require a different kind of expression which makes explicit a meaning that otherwise
would only be suggested by the context, namely focus particles like "only" and "too" (3.4) or the instrumental of miö- in (14)-(16) or the dummy
head construction, such as txum§v (4.5).

20

Examples of Old Georgian counterparts are rare: tav-it §eirlqi saryQeli (John 2I,18C)
head-rNsrR you.put.it.on.as.a.girdle girdle.NoM 'thou girdedst thyself [but when thou sha]t
be old, another shall gird theel'(SalvaSvlu 1988: 299).The normal and very frequent
expression is the form mentioned in note 18: tav-it twis-it.
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5. Reflexivity

As we saw above, Sa has been connected with reflexivity by some authors. This interpretation has gained a wider theoretical interest through
the hypothesis that e.g. miö is a syntactically bound pronoun. We will
therefore consider reflexivity in Svan now.

5.

l. Ve rb-internal reflexivity
I will not discuss verb-internal reflexivity

marking. Suffice it to say
that the so-called subjective version with -i- marks reflexive indirect objects of the beneficiary type, as in Georgian (Boe»rn 2004: 34-38):
lezöb-s i-lQbe (BZ 268,12) food-DAr SV-he.roasts 'He is roasting food
for himself'; Zi ki-j-sgure öAZ-Zi (BZ 299,36) pREV Preverb-SVhe.puts.her horse-on 'He puts her ["to himself'] on his horse'. However,
subjective version can be lexically fixed for specific meanings of a verb
without an indirect object, and no matter how close its semantic relationship with subjective version in the "syntactic" sense, its reflexivity is
semantic at best: i-lcvter 's/he steals it', i-bne 's/he begins it' (Toeunm
2002: 194).In other words, subjective version as such is not necessarily a
syntactic reflexivity marker controlled by the subject of the verb.
5.2. The "dummy head construction"

Similarly, the well-known construction of a dummy head noun txvim
'head' plus appropriate possessive" has a reflexive and a non-reflexive
use. In (79)-(80) it is non-reflexive, in (38), (81)-(82) it is reflexive, as is
the emphatic (contrastive) use in (83)-(84) and the reciprocal use in (85)(86). Out of context, (86) is ambiguous between a reflexive and a reciprocal reading ("each othet" l"themselves").

(79) §\er mi§gu

my

txvim!

ICGJ

head.Novt (self-address)
stupid
'How stupid I was! [I forgot to shut the door]'

(80) miöa

di-s
i mu-s
mother-Det and father-oer

her
gvär-d loxbdrjax

eser miöa
QUor his

gezki

hild.csN

miöa txvim
kind-apv they.committed.her.to.him.psRr herhead.NoM
'My parents have put me into your hands as a ["kind of'] daughter,
she said.'
IBZ 369, l-2]

" Fo. the grammatical properties of "head" see Bopopn (2002a); for its semantics cp. the
possessive derivation le-txim'personal, private' (NtZaxnSE 2007 s.v. sobs»ennyj). For a
detailed study of reflexivity in Modern Georgian see AurRr5n (2006).
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(81)

eser amxav meqed-d miöa txvim ka
bazi
this.evening euor hither coming-for her head.NoM PREV
IBZ 383,9-10]
lohoda
she.gave. it.Psnr
'This evening, you gave yourself to a visitor, he said'

(82)

miöa txum
xäkv
he.said.to.it his head.DAT
'He said to himself'

IBZ 393, 19)

(83) dösa, mi§gva txvims oxl.cöir

l.gathered.them.for.it
ro, my
'[Are you gathering flowers for your brother?] No,

head-oAr

tCGl

I gather them

for myself'

(84) Rus-i

xelciP

mdd

not

ide

xelgvridx

they.wanted.him and neither
i§gen maxv§i, mine txum-anka
IBZ 3,32)
chief.Nou, thqy,GEN lead:qxqepl
'They didn't want the Russian Czar and no other chief either, exceot themselves'

Russian-GEN czar.NOM

other

u§xvöre txvim IBZ 260,
öv-atirx
these-gRG-too PREV-they.knew.it each.other.CnNhead.Notvt
'These, too, recognized each other'

(85) al.icir-d-T

(86) Sosruqv-d räkv, ere "5a.

eser

Sosruq-rRc said, SUB "he.NON4 QUOT

xcijsenävne

I4l

[däv-cir-s]
ldev-PL-DAT)

txvim-s

[Chr 162,29-30)

he.makes.them. kill.it (causative) head-plr
'Sosruq said: I will make [the Devs] kill each other'

(84)-(86) show that in its number behaviour, "head" is dissociated from
its non-grammaticalised counterpart as in Georgian: only the singular is
possible (BnalrHwAITE 1973:119; AvttRIsE & LBUScHNER 2002)."" This
ünderspecification of morphological categories is typical of, but not restricted to, reflexive pronouns. A plural form of "head" would be equally
ineligible in non-reflexive contexts. However, all "head constructions"
are highly accessible (because they refer to the speaker, as in (79), or to
By contrast, Old Georgian had number agreement with arguments, but mostly not in
genitive phrases: tav-isa tkuen-isa tana (J.5,42) head-cnN your.PL-cEN at '[you have no
love of Godl in you' tav-isa tkuen-isa sapasE (L. 12, 33 Xanmeti) head-crN your.PL-GEN

"

treasure.NoM 'a treasure for yourselfl. However, in spite of its grammaticalisation (Avn6r
& Leuscrnrrn 2002), "head" occurs with the hypocoristic suffix -ild, which is extensively
used in Svan: ol, sablu lawba! twim-ild-s q;yai do xileöed (p 76, No. 25a, 56-57) oh, pitiful
brother.pL.Nou! head-onl-DAT even.so not weep.for.it 'O, poorbrothers! Even so weep for
yourselves, won't you'. What is expressed by this form is not a diminutive "self', but an
attitude of the speaker towards the referent (as in the modifier "pitiful").
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arguments in their local domain), and in comparison with pronouns we
have "an inverse relation between the descriptive content of the referring
expression and [...] the accessibility of the discourse referent" (RrulaNo
2006: 12).In addition, their reference is "unexpected" (a speaker addressing himself (82); co-referentiality of arguments; verb-external marking
instead of verb-internal marking in non-reflexive arguments), which cor-

relates with the use of special marked forms (Counrc 1998; for a
Grucean interpretation see LevwsoN I99l: 128). Finally, the nonemphatic "head construction" is restricted to arguments, i.e. to the most
local domain, whereas peripheral elements like adjuncts (as in Q0-Q8))
have no specific reflexivity marker in Svan, but use the "less marked"
pronoun ja. This distribution again conforms to a universal principle of
co-reference coding (Courup, 1998:338-342). Emphatic "head constructions" (83)-(84), on the other hand, are independent of the distinction
between argument and adjunct. An emphatic adjunct owes its form to the
fact that contrastive, but not non-contrastive, adjuncts need a dummy
head noun (as in Georgian) (cp. (8a) with (24)-(28)).
5.3. Form andfunction of reflexivity markers

None of the two forms of anaphora described above (5.1-2) is a dedicated marker of reflexivity, which is in accordance with the longstanding
observation that "languages may have forms that must be bound in one
environment, and need not be bound in another" (REULAND 2006: 2).
This also applies to ja, which is free in main clauses (3.4.), but is bound
in subordinate clauses, to which we turn now.

6. Anaphora in subordinate clauses
So far, we have discussed the personal pronoun ja/miöa in main clauses. We have seen that these pronouns occur in non-argumental and
argumental positions (3.5).Let us now consider the behaviour of ja/miöa
in subordinate clauses. I will begin with their non-argumental use.

6.1. !,almiöa in non-argumental positions

As we saw above (3.1), non-argumental personal pronouns occur with
two functions: as adjuncts and as possessives. Since I have only examples
for possessives in subordinate clauses, they will be taken for illustration.
In (87), miöq is co-referential with the matrix-clause subject, but in
(88c) and (89) it is co-referential with an indirect object of its higher
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clause. Reference across main clause boundaries is restricted: it can refer
to the subject of a co-ordinate main clause (90), but not to a non-subject
(91), where the distal demonstrative must be used. ln (92), there are two
competitors for the role of antecedent: miöaz can co-refer either with its
matrix clause subject or with its co-ordinate noun phrase ("his brother").

(87)

ere zurdl
1...) öv-adcxire,
kingt-pnc[...] PREV-he.understood.it, suB woman.NoM
i bop§-cir miöa
miöa xexv lamär
htst wife.Notr,l she.was.PERF and child-Pl.NoM h1§,
gezltr
IBZ 302,3-51
xelcip-d

SON.PL.NOM

'The Hrgt understood that the woman obviously was htg wife, and
the children hisi sons'

(88a)

ka
atxe ala-s miöa ö(i§
now this-DAT hge husband;.NoM PREV
'Now her; husband; asked thiq [woman],

(88b)

i

mcig köxämbave

and all.Nou pREV.she.told.it.to.him,
and hiq wifei told hirr5 everything,
(88c)

tmväiii lcisv miöa läkma-te

how

lcixövedda
he;.asked.heq

miöa
b1q

xexv-d,
wife-ERG,

meödan-yo lChr 163,28-29)
gone-after

it.was h1q earning-to
how it was after h§ departure to earn [a living].'
(S9) Giorg
er laxövedda am-ya, mäm
Giorgi,.Novt suB he;.asked.himi this-for, not

ime arda miöa tvep
where it.was hl§t un.NoM

xäkvin,

ICG]

he1.told.it.to.him1,
'[Bondol kept Giorgi;'s gun.] When Giorgil asked himl about it,
didn't tell hiq, where his,i gun was'

(90) Bondo

kor-s

mdm

ari i

mäm

he,

mixal,

not he.is and not I.know.it,
ime do ari miöa tvep
tCGl
where PART it.is h1q gun.NoM
'[Couldn''t you lend me Bondol's gun? - ] Bondol is not at home
Bondor.Notvt house-DAt

and I really don't know where his; gun is.'

(91) Borudo;d a§xvin Giorgii

tvep

i

Zurab-s

Bondoi-ERG he.hid.it Giorgi,-crN gun-NoM and Ztrabl-»Rr
Nep
mdm xoxalda, ime arda eglj
tCG]

not

he.knew.it where it.was

hisi

gun.NoM
'Bondoi hid Giorg!'s gun andZurabl. didn'f know where his; gun was'

(92) Adilarrs mdm xoxalda, ime cirix
Adilaq-oAT

not

rniöati

he.knew,it where they.exist hi§

muxvbei

i

miöazi; xexv

brother.NoM; and his', wife.NOU
'Adilari didn't know *tä1. hisrl brother, and hiE';&

tCG]
(owu)21 wife

were'

6.2. Salmrö- in argumental positions
Antecedents of emphatic personal pronouns in argumental positions of
subordinate clauses are again mostly matrix-clause subjects (93)-(97),
but not necessarily so (see 6.3). In addition, the antecedent need not be in
the next higher clause (100). Similarly in (15) ('But hei will give her.; as a
wife only to the one who knows where hisl daughter.; has the mole'),
"who" in the intervening clause could be the antecedent, but the context
tells us that it is the verb-internal "he" (i.e. the king) of the highest clause
(cp. the antecedent competition in (92) vs. (a0)).
On the other hand, the distribution of ja seems to be more restricted in
subordinate clauses: while miöa can have an antecedent in crosssentential position (as in (90)), the antecedents of argumental ja seem to
be more or less restricted to same-sentence positions, suppletle eja being used for cross-sentential reference in (99)-(100) (where eja has no
distal value and wherc ja would be used in a main clause counterpart).
Cross-sentential antecedents analogous to the antecedent of miöa in (90)
seem to be marginal in subordinate clauses: on (101) opinions of native
speakers are divided over the question whom Zurab does not deceive; the
context suggests Giorgi, but some speakers insist that the matrix-clause
subject Vano is the antecedent.

(93) Bondo-s xaQluni, ere Adilar-d öu nösa
Bondo-DAT he.fears.it suB Adilar-pnc PREV not

addagras

Sg
he. should.kill.him he.Notvt
'Bondor is afraid that Adilar

ICG]

will kill himi'

xorda
lax
i JA
that-DAT fledgeling-Pl.NoM he.had.them and he.NoM when
agt-s
cvtra
l(itwiar-te yarda, cincl-rir-s
hunting-to he.went, fledgeling-Pl-DAT home-»ar he.left
'[the Parshmag] had fledgelings, and when he went hunting, he left
the fledgelings at home'
lBZ247, L6-171

(94) eöi-s

cincl-cir

(95) laxagän mänlcvi a§xv, vitom Sa
he.appoached

firstly
xexv

as.if
xaku

one.DAT,

i
li
he.is and wife.NOtvt e.wants.her

Sarmama
he.NoM Jarmama.NoM
tchr 167 ,421

'[He went to Jarmama's future wives. [...]l First he approached one
of them, as if he were Jarmama and wants a wife.'
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(96) täx§q(id

eöka

he.remembered.it
er xanSar

Ämiran-s e5'd,

then Amiran-pRt

miö

that.NoM-e, he.DAT

xäbada
IBZ 95, 2g]
suB sword.NoM it.was.bound.on.him
'then Amiran remembered that-e, that he had a sword hanging [on

his sidel'

(97) eökas gu-d qednix aljrir-ö, min

then
lix

di-gezal
heart-to they.come these-6, they.Novt mother-son.NoM
IBZ 381, 241

they.are
'then these understand-ö [that] they are mother and son'

(98) Adilar-s xal.cu, ere Bondo-,s xoxaldeds
Adilari-»AT he.wants.it, SUB Bondo;-»Rr he.knows.it.suBrv,
miö möm xoytrevi
ere Zurab

suB Zurab.Notvt hq;.onr not

he.deceives.him
'Adilari wants that Bondo, knows thatZurab doesn't deceive him';.'

(99) Giorgi

Giorgil.crN

muxvbe xvi,

mare mfrm mixalda,
brother.Novl I.am, but not Lknew.it,

ere Adilar-d
suB Adilar-pno

öotyorve

tCG]
he;.deveived.him thati-oAt
'I am Giorgil's brother, but I didn't know that Adilar deceived him'

(100)

xola zurdl

bad

i

li

woman.NoM shei.is

Adilar-d e1g

and

€7A;-S

li,

§gvir
shame.Notvt

it.is,

xexv-d anQdas

Adilar-pnc that;.NoM wife-Rpv
'She; is a bad woman, and

ere
suB

tCGl

he.should.bring.heq

it is a shame if Adilar takes heri as his

wife'
(101)

Vano-s erkada öu xotra
i xoxa,
Vanoi-Dat both.Novt PREV he.knows.them and he.knows,
ere Zurab
miö
mdm xoyvrevi
SUB Zurab.Novt he;rrr.DAT not

tCGl

he.betrays

'[Giorgil is Bondol's friend.] Vanos knows IG kennt) them both and
hep knows IG weil3] that Zwab doesn't betray him;,rtr'
6.3 " Long-distance anaphora"

In a review of anaphora in the Daghestanian and other languages
TEsrstpc & ToLDovA (1998: 43, 54) suggest that Svan rnic shows the
behaviour of "long-distance anaphors" in the sense of Binding Theory:
while the "head construction" is bound in its local (clausal) domain, they
say, mic is a "distant reflexive", and the demonstrative eja 'that' is a
"distant pronominal" which does not allow a "privileged antecedent",
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"avoids positions of co-reference with any subject" and in subordinated
clauses ii not allowed to be bound by the subjäct of the matrix clause.z3
Their example is (102); to complete the picture, I add O (absence of a
verb-external pronoun) :

(l0Z) Vano1-s

öu xoxa,

Zurabl

Vanol-DAT PREV-he.knows.it, Zurab.;.NoM

mdm
hiq/thatp/him1,1/head;-»er not
miölejay-s/Oi,y/txvim;s

xoyvrevi
he;.deceives.him
'Vano knows thatZurab doesn't deceive him'

Without going into the main issue raised by the authors (the typology
and implicational hierarchy of reflexives and pronominals in different
languages), I will confine the following discussion to the Svan data. An
in-depth study of Svan anaphora is called for in the future, one which is
based on a systematic and sophisticated elicitation of relevant material as
well as on the rich theoretical framework developed over the last decades.
For the time being, however, consider the following examples:

Bondo^d Adilar-s §okolad

(103)

lax

Bondol-ERc Adilari-»nr chocolate.NoM when
öukvre,

Giorgi-s mdm

he1.gave.it.to.hirr5, Giorgil-DAT

ere miö

not

otbace,
hel.promised.it.to.himp,

§ol.colad-s

xahvedda

sLIB her.DAT hei.would.give.it.to.himl

tCGl

chocolate-DAT
'When Bondol gave chocolate to Adilaq, he1 didn't promise Giorgip
that he1 would give himt chocolate'

(10aa)

Gurmaö-d Adilar-s möm oxumbve, ere Alpez

Gurmach-ERc Adilar-oar

not

he.told.him, StrB Alpez.NoM
lcijtjälne ere öv-addagras gA
tCG]
he.tries SUB PREV-he.kill.him.suBrv he.NoM
'Gurmach didn't tell Adilar that Alpez tries to kill him'
(104b) Gurmaö-s gun xaQlüni Alpez-i§-d tnnre tCGl
Gurmach-DAT very he.fears Alpez-GEN-to but
Adilar-s mdm oxumbve ere Alpez kijtjälne,
Adilar-DeT not he.told.him SUB Alpez.NoM he.tries.it,

ere öv-addagras

Ja

i

San§i

mamn

SUB PREV-he.kill.him.suBJv he.Novt and Shanshi.Notvt not
'Gurmach is very much afraid of Alpez, but he didn't tell Adilar
that Alpeztried to kill him and not Shanshi'
There are two problems with the interpretation of these examples.

"[-rfiof izbegaetpozicii koreferentnosti kakomu by to ni bylo podleZa§öemu" (p. 43);"zapret
na svjazyvanie pronominala pridatoönogo predloäentjapodleZa§öim glavnogo" (p 54)

"
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1)

Even the very limited material presented here shows that

2)

argumental ja is not necessarily referentially dependent on the subjecr of a higher clause. While in (103) the subject is excluded as an
antecedent and takes no precedence over the indirect object of the
higher clause (since one cannot normally promise something to
oneself), both subject and indirect object are potential antecedents
in (104): "to tell" is not subject to a same-subject restriction, and
yet Adilar is the preferred antecedent of ja in (104a). In (104b), on
the other hand, both Adilar and Gurmach are possible antecedents.
Although subject-orientation is considered to be crucial for "longdistance anaphora" (TESIELEC & Tol»ove 1998: 3940), this restriction of local binding does not seem to account for all instances
of ja, and anaphora resolution seems to be controlled by semantic
or pragmatic factors rather than by syntactic properties alone.
Argumental ja in subordinated clauses shares an essential property
with its main clause occurrences: it is "emphatic" since it stands in
opposition to its absence (and verb-internal person marking). In fact,
the written English translation of ja in argumental positions misleadingly levels a distinction: as native speakers observe, the difference
between @ and ja in a sentence like (98) or (104) is that ja stresses
the identity of its referent: it is "emphatic" ("mteli datvirtva masze
modis", CG). Specifically, although many of the sentences (93)(101) lack an appropriate contextualization, some examples permit a
tentative assignment of the specific conditions of "emphasis" we
know from main clauses (4.1-3). An example of contrastive ja is
(103) (Giorgi contrasts with Aditar). In (95) it seems to be exclusive
("he and not somebody else"). kr (104) the use of miö could rnean
that Zurab may deceive others, but not him. And finally Q$ is an
example of "discourse prominence" (cp. (66)). As for the domain in
which the antecedent of ja occurs, the "preceding clause condition"
for its contrastive (4.1) and exclusive use (4.2) and the focus continuity condition for discourse-prominent protagonists (4.3) seem to
apply here, too. As appears frorn the many hedges of the preceding
description, the details are largely unknown, but if my analysis is
correct, it seems to be at variance with the observation that discourse
interpretations are blocked where the crucial binding conditions are
given (RruLAN» 2006: l2).

Therefore, the question is not only if the personal pronoun ja is bound
in its domain, but also why it is the emphatic personal pronoun whose
domain is locally restricted in such a way. The affinity between emphasis,
reflexivity and long-distance anaphora cannot be discussed here. Their
formal identity and historical relatedness'" is obvious in many languages,
24

"the evolution of reflexives from the use of emphasis to mark non-stereotypical interpretations" (LrvntsoN 1991: 139 with reference to Falrz 1985). For some Daghestanian
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and Svan (and Kartvelian in general) is a good case in point: the dummy
head construction is used both for emphasis and (local) reflexivity, and in
subordinate clauses, argumental ja is both emphatic and used for longdistance anaphora (in a broad sense), as we shall see now.

6.4. The distribution of personal and demonstrative pronouns

In main clauses, ja

and the demonstratives contrast with each other.
Their distribution results from the conditions of their use outlined above.

Among other things,

it is controlled by a general principle: roughly

speaking, referring expressions can be thought of as forming an implicational scale of the Givenness Hierarchy (see e.g. GUNDEL 1996). Specifically, demonstratives ate "weaker" forms of coding referents than verbinternal person-marking and personal pronouns since the "cognitive status" of the latter ("being in focus") implies the status of the former ("activated") and not vice versa. By a generalized conversational implicature
(LrvmsoN 1991: 110-1I2),the use of the "weaker", more specific form
tends to be interpreted as indicating that the stronger form cannot be used.
In other words, verb-internal person-marking and personal pronouns like
are used where e.g. the proximity conditions for "this" or "that" may
obtain, but where a "stronger" form is preferred (e.g. the possessive miöa
'his/her' instead of ami§'of this' or eöi{'of that')
In subordinate clauses, as was pointed out above (6.2), the emphatic
3rd person pronoun is ja with same-sententence antecedents, the distal
demonstrative being used instead. For instance in (99)-(100), ejabeing
used elsewhere. If this rule is correct, the "long-distance" interpretation
of
follows from a constraint on emphatic pronouns in subordinate
clauses, and subordination is one of the positions where eja is the suppletive form of jo (see 2.2; 3.1;3.3;3.5). Notice that independently of this
rule, the demonstratives are used for cross-sentential anaphora without
any dominational restriction (main vs. subordinate clause), whereas intrasentential antecedents of demonstratives are severely restricted (cp.
TBsrelec & ToLDovA's restrictions quoted above). As far as I can see,
demonstratives must have same-level antecedents: a co-ordinative constituent (as in (40a)), a complement clause anaphorically'or cataphori-

ja

ja

parallels see Llurtrovl^(1997); TEsrrlrc & Totpova (1998). The oldest discussion of
this affinity goes back to the Ancient Greek grammatical tradition, where some grammarians (e.g. the Alexandrian philologist Aristarchus) took the view that the stressed counterpart (e.g. accusative hd) of the anaphoric 3rd person pronoun (he) is used as a reflexive in
the older texts, and while local reflexivity is expressed by a "strengthened" form (heautön) in Attic prose (see 5.2), long-distance ("indirect") reflexivity preserves the nonexpanded variant.
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cally pointed at in the main clause (as in (L7b) and (77a)), a constituent in
a co-ordinate clause" or in a preceding sentence.
The result is a system where co-reference of arguments is marked in
the most local domain (by the dummy head construction; see 5.2), whereas non-co-reference is marked in the more global domain (by the use of
eja instead of ja). This distribution is in keeping with more general cognitive and discourse principles of the more local and more "extended"
domains, respectively. Moreover, the restriction of the range of antecedents is strongest in the most local domain (subject only), weaker in the
more global domain (ja controlled by any higher same-sentence argument), and absent from adjuncts. In Modern Georgian, on the other hand,
referential identity marking is not extended to subordinate clauses, but to
same-clause adjuncts (for instance, it uses a dedicated reflexive in the
translation of (26) (tavis-tan 'with himself') and (27) (tavis-tvis 'for
themselves').26

if

we assume that the dummy head construction and the
demonstratives are used according to specific morphological, syntactic
Finally,

and pragmatic rules, other verb-external forms can be said to be used by
default:
rs used in cases where demonstratives cannot be used, but
where a verb-external marking is called for (with non-arguments and with
emphasis). This inteqpretation is supported by the heterogeneity of conditions under which ja rs used: it can be argumental or non-argumental,
reflexive or non-reflexive, emphatic or non-emphatic. At the same time,
this default status may reflect a diachronic development: since the Georgian counterpart of ja (the personal pronoun is/igi, mas ...) is neutral with
regard to referential dependence, the distribution of Svan eja and ja
could be the result of an extension of eja at the expense of ja. eja was
the best candidate to give rise to the redistribution, because it cannot refer
"upwards" (and thus is exempt from dominational relations) and because
it is the suppletive form of ja in various other positions. The present-day
domain of argumental la rn subordinate clauses would be a residual of its
former (Kartvelian) domain as a general emphatic pronoun. In main
clauses, on the other hand, the use of ja is restricted by the dummy head
construction. The use of eja in subordinate clauses parallels this use in
that both limit the use of the default form ja. However, while the use of
eja can be interpreted as an extension at the expense of ja, we have no
evidence so far that the dummy head construction was extended from its
emphatic use to its reflexive use in main clauses.

ja

" Cp. esyvri da a§xv rigis tag Waqr i ala kixövedda (BZ 336,1) he.goes and one
place.oar he.stands merchant.Nou and this.NoM he.asked.him 'He goes and a merchant
stands in one place and this [man] asked him'
'u For the different domains of personal pronouns and reflexives in various languages see
Lrurr«ova (1997:69) and TEsrercc & Tor-oova (1998: 53).
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7. Results

Four types of Svan anaphora and the interrelationship of their scopes
have been studied here: (1) demonstrative pronouns, (2) verb-internal
person markers and non-argumental personal pronouns, (3) argumental
personal pronouns, and (4) reflexives. Determining their antecedents
requires at least three dimensions: their domains in terms of syntactic
structure, their "proximity" in terms of textual structure or situation, and
their syntactic and pragmatic function.
(1) The use of Svan demonstratives is syntactically and pragmatically
restricted. In their non-situational use, their antecedents must be samelevel (in co-ordinative noun phrases and clauses, and in cross-sentential
positions). In many positions, the proximity opposition is neutralized,
with the distal demonstrative eja being used as its unmarked member
(see 2.2: with grounding clauses; 3.1: with inanimate referents; 3.3: with
anaphora resolution in co-ordinative constructions; 3.5: as an emphatic
non-argumental personal pronoun; 6.4: with emphatic cross-sentential
antecedents in subordinate clauses). The distal demonstrative is used as a
suppletive form where 3rd person pronouns cannot be used.
(2) The antecedents of verbal-internal person-marking and of nona-rgumental 3rd person pronouns (ja) must be in focus. They have a less
global domain than demonstratives, which need not be in focus and can
o'skip" intervening text
segments on the basis of textual conditions. The
antecedents of the verb-internal and verb-external, non-argumental 3rd
person pronouns, on the other hand, are not restricted to their occurrence
in adjacent clauses as in the following group.
(3) Argumental third person pronouns are emphatic. They have contrastive, exclusive or prominence ("intensifier") functions. Their antecedents must again be "in focus" as in (2). However, two domains have to be
distinguished with regard to their antecedent relationships. In main clauses, they have cross-sentential antecedents. In subordinate clauses, their
antecedents must occur in the same sentence, but they need not be subjects. The distal demonstrative provides a suppletive counterpart for
cross-sentential antecedents. Historically, this distribution seems to be the
result of an extension of the distal demonstrative at the expense of the 3rd
person pronoun.
(4) On the clause level, the dummy head construction is used for all
personal pronoun constituents that cannot be marked by their person
marker in the verb (self-address, reflexive and emphatic arguments).
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Glosses

adverbialis
dative
diminutive
ergative
German
genitive
instrumental
negation
nominative
optative particle
particle

ADV

DAT
DIM
ERG

G
GEN
INSTR
NEG

NOM
OPT

PART

PERF

PL
POSS

PREV

a
QUOT
SG

SUB
SUBJV

SV

perfect
plural
possessive
(separable) preverb
question marker
quotative
singular
subordinator
subjunctive
subjective version

Abbreviations

=
BZ=
BK

Chr

=

CG

=
=

KM

DavtrreNr, A.;TopuRIA, VARLAM & KalpaNI, MAKSME (1957): Svanuri prozauli
lel{slebi Il: Balskv emouri kilo. Tbilisi.
Svanuri prozauli lekstebil. Balszemouri l-cilo. feks{ebi §ekribes A6err §ar.lrgertaVaRI-au TopuRrevt. Tbilisi 1939.
Svanuri enis krestomatia. Tekstebi §e[<ribes A. §aNr5rM, M. KRI-pRNuR da Z.
ÖuMsunIsnlvt. Tbilisi 197 8.

Ciuri Gabliani;
f.
Kartveluri memkvidreobd y = Svanuri poezia I: SimyereDl. Tekstebi §ekribes da
Kartulad targmnes AKAI§ SeN6nu, VnRLeu Topuruau, MERI GujEJnNrrre. Tbi-

lisi

1939.
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Yakov Testelec (April 12th, 2014) notes the following: "Now I don't think myself
anymore that long-distance reflexives are consistently object-oriented. Rather, LDreflexives that occur in all sorts of subordinate clauses (finite, nonfinite, indirect
questions etc.) are often oriented toward prominent antecedents, topics, sources of
information or speech etc. The negative restriction on the superordinate subject
antecedents with LD-pronominals now seems to me typical for demonstratives that
can be used anaphorically, cf. English The ;flov,ers are too expensive for me to buy
them (*those).The problem is whether demonstratives' anaphoric use, as with eja, is
really anaphoric, or rather a special sort of deixis."

